
Slide and presentation 
management at it’s best
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What is RightSlide is the perfect way to create and manage company 
slides and presentations.

Neatly integrated into PowerPoint, RightSlide connects you 
to your cloud hosted library of slides and presentations, whilst 
providing a clever set of tools to help ensure that your corporate 
presentations are always delivered on brand and on time.

RightSlide provides you with everything you need to create new 
presentations that ensure your corporate branding is coherent 
and consistent. It’s designed to increase your productivity and 
make your business life easier, saving time and money.

With RightSlide the emphasis is on helping you keep control of 
your presentation style and content.
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RightSlide... gives you a secure cloud hosted library of your company slides, 
presentations and images

saves time by making standard slides available to all users, 
wherever they are

is integrated with PowerPoint™, so it’s easy to use within a 
familiar environment

notifies users when slides are updated

includes an intelligent search so that you can easily find the slides 
you need

will help ensure your presentations stay on brand, including brand 
checking tools plus styling options customised for your brand

provides tools to help with content and brand compliance



Save time

Keep control

Collaborate



How does it 
work...

It’s easy!

Your company slides and presentations are stored in the RightSlide 
online library. Users access this library from within PowerPoint™ 
and can quickly search for the slides and presentations that they 
need. It’s fast and efficient because all RightSlide content is 
searchable and can be categorised to suit your organisations needs.

Content can be downloaded into PowerPoint™ from RightSlide, 
or uploaded to RightSlide if a new slide or presentation is created. 
It’s ideal for different groups of users who want to collaborate and 
share content. 

We also add some useful tools to PowerPoint™ so that users can 
quickly and easily make new on-brand slides, plus a brand checker 

to help ensure brand integrity is maintained.



Administrators add 
or modify slides and 
presentations in the 
RightSlide library

Designated users can 
upload, download
or approve content

Users can download and 
use approved slides and 
presentations

How does it 
work...



How does it 
work...

The searchable library of slides, presentations, images and videos, 
makes finding and sharing approved content easy. 

Ideal for sales and marketing departments that need to create and manage 
a large number of presentations from a standard set of slides, RightSlide 
ensures that your presentations are accurate, consistent and include 
up-to-date, approved slides. 

The functionality of RightSlide enables you to search and lock-down slides in 
the library, automatically update presentations with new slides, set expiry 
dates to withdraw slides and presentations and add watermarks to content to 
indicate the need for compliance approval.

Get automatically 
updated 
presentations 
and slides

Automate the 
creation of 
branded charts, 
tables and graphs

Enhance your 
presentations and 
win more business

Speed up the 
compliance and 
approval process



Getting
started…



Getting
started…

RightSlide has 2 parts to it, the online library of your slides, 
presentations, designs and image library, and the PowerPoint™ 
plug in that’s integrated into PowerPoint™ on licensed users PCs.

The process

1

2

3

Contact us for an initial demonstration, and we’ll show you how RightSlide
will transform the way that your organisation creates and manages it’s 
presentations and content. 

We will explain the pricing options, including any setup costs, licensing and support. 
Setup costs will vary depending on how much involvement you would like us to 
have in the preparation of your company slides and presentations.

We will configure RightSlide for your organisation. This will include setting up your 
secure online library and configuring RightSlide for your brand. After that we will 
provide installation support, including initial training for your users.

You will then be ready to start using RightSlide. Our highly experienced presentation 
specialists will of course be available to provide any ongoing help and support that 
you may require.

Your RightSlide licence will include first class support provided by our team of 
presentation and technical consultants.



What does it 
cost…

We offer a range of pricing options to suit all sizes of business. 
Designed to maximise the benefits of RightSlide to your business 
and with flexibility to grow with your business.

Setup
There is an initial setup fee. This includes building your RightSlide site, applying your 
branding and setting up the RightSlide PowerPoint templates. We’ll agree the setup 
cost with you after a brief review of your existing content.
You can pay the setup fees up front, or…

• Get started with zero up front setup costs – we’ll integrate these into your first 
year’s subscription, so no large up-front costs to pay.

Subscription fees
We offer tiered pricing to suit teams of all sizes. Monthly subscriptions start from £10 
per user for a team of 200 users to £50 per user for small  teams of 10 users. 
As your team grows, the cost per user decreases, making it even more cost-effective 
and affordable.

All RightSlide subscription fees include our first-class support. 



Contact us… To find out more about RightSlide or 
to arrange a demonstration call:

+44 (0)1797 334450

or email:

info@metaone.co.uk
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